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News
Curved End Plate
This joint is applied on the main input element, which can have any type of section, although the joint was
designed especially for curved profiles (curved/polyline flat profile, curved folded profile).
The secondary input element can have any type of section (straight or curved/polyline).
First, the user selects the main beam and confirms the selection. Then, the user selects the secondary beam
and confirms the selection.
Note:

This connection can be welded or bolted.

Header Beam
This joint is applied on the main input element, which can have an I or H section.
The secondary input element must also have an I or H section.
First, the user selects the main beam and confirms the selection. Then, the user selects second the secondary
beam and confirms the selection.
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Omega Purlin
The command creates a single or double purlin connection with an additional rectangular section inside the
Omega section. The joint works on Omega and U sections.
Selection steps are:
 Select the first section, click Enter.
 Select the second section, click Enter (skip the second section by clicking Enter if the joint only has
one purlin).

Rectangular Purlin
This joint is designed to create a single or double purlin connection connected with plates. It works on
rectangular, I sections, and can be placed on top of the main beam or perpendicular to the main beam (under
the flanges of the main beam)
Selection steps are:
 Select the first section, click Enter.
 Select the second section, click Enter (skip the second section by clicking Enter if the joint only has
one purlin).
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Pipe joint
This joint is used to create a connection between 2 tubes/round sections or rectangular/square sections. The
joint will be connected to another joint inside the tube (both main tubes must be welded by the inside joint).
Selection steps are:
 Select the first section, click Enter.
 Select the second section, click Enter.

GRAITEC PowerPack Joint Multi Edit
The concept was developed to allow the selection of similar joints, followed by the modification of an
option/geometry for all selected joints.
The selection must be applied to the same joint category, for example, all the "Create stiffener" joints in a
model.
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GRAITEC Structure Designer
The 2018 version of PowerPack comes with a great addition: Structure Designer is now integrated in the ribbon.

The powerful steel structure generator comes with an enriched library of preconfigured templates, now including
Tapered beam and Mezzanine under the Special buildings category:
 Tapered beam: create portal frames from tapered beams to save on both weight and costs. The
“Tapered beam” dialog can be used to define the properties of the component: number of segments
(up to 5 segments), plate properties (height, thickness for web and flanges).
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Mezzanine – an intermediate floor can be easily generated using the Structure Designer features. A
new template was created to highlight this functionality.
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Improvements
Drawing weld symbols/ labels on/off
If the welding symbols are not needed on a drawing, they can all be disabled by simply clicking this new
command.

New option to not create the left/right column for portal frame (Structure Designer)
When joining a new structure to an existing structure, the users can now disable the column on the joining side
of the portal frame.

Divide side rails in front of openings (Structure Designer)
With Structure Designer, efficiency is the key word. Another important improvement available in version 2018 of
the PowerPack for Autodesk Advance Steel is that the side rails can now be automatically cut in front of existing
openings.
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